
Church Logo and Description on Reliant.org Profiles
Every missionary or ministry web profile shows the churches or ministries that you are affiliated with.  Reliant calls these "church partners" or "ministry 
partners" and so they read "Partnering with..."

The church or ministry information stored under your church's record for all missionaries who are associated with that church. Changing it for one 
missionary changes it for all. 

To Submit or Change

Changes can be  or person designated to speak for church.submitted by a church/ministry leader

Send your email to communications@reliant.org

Include the following:

Web 
Display 
Name

How your name appears on the 
header Partnering With Church 
or Ministry

"H2O Church - Bowling Green"



Description 1-2 sentences about the mission 
of your church or ministry

Tips:

Start by repeating the 
name of your 
organization. "H2O church 
is..."
Oriented towards 
financial and prayer 
partners who are praying 
or giving
Include a core mission 
statement or language
Avoid abbreviations or 
names that may be 
unfamiliar to a non-local 
reader
First person plural ("we") 
or third-person plural 
"they" is ok, just be 
consistent

H2O is a university organization and church designed to impact the campus and city of Bowling 
Green.

 We are a community of people seeking to live out the values that Jesus taught. Our mission is to: 
ENGAGE the campus and city of Bowling Green, INFORM people of the gospel of Christ, and INSPIRE 
our community to live like Jesus and change the world."

Logo
Full color JPG or PNG.
Transparent background 
(or white background if 
necessary)
Minimum 400px wide 
(website will 
automatically size).
Very wide logos may need 
to use the a vertical 
version

Web Link Link to your main website. H2Ochurch.com

Multiple Partners or Networks

Many of our missionaries have multiple affiliations through their church or ministry. These appear as a secondary partner card on the profile. This link 
reflects the Reliant database in tracking affiliations.

Multiple affiliations can be represented

The language on a affiliated network card cannot be changed per profile or per church, it remains the same across Reliant.org.
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